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	This volume of the Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry series con-
	tains six chapters: four are on topics of current fundamental interest
	in the subject and two deal with more technological aspects of
	electrochemistry.


	Writing such a chapter on solid metal electrodes is a challenge
	when, at every moment, the latest developments of surface science
	give rise to new possibilities and new results in this area of elec
	trochemistry. However, an attempt will be made to give an "up-to-
	date snapshot" of the state of affairs for the double layer at single-
	crystal electrodes of metals which are not of the transition series.


	Already in this Modem Aspects of Electrochemistry series the
	theory and status of data for electrochemical double layers (dl)
	were detailed,'"3 but the sections devoted to results obtained with
	solid electrodes and their discussion were brief. Some aspects of
	the dl on polycrystalline metals, such as the potential of zero charge
	(pzc), were described.4 In this series a chapter was also devoted to
	the metal-gas interface5; certainly the comparison of this interface
	with that at an electrode is fruitful, although the local electric field
	in the latter case can be varied far more easily.
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Designing Arcade Computer Game GraphicsWordware Publishing, 2000
Graphics play a central role in the computer gaming experience, and arcade-style games are no exception. Designing Arcade Computer Game Graphics emphasizes the development of quality graphics for 2D arcade-style computer games, both online and offline, including such topics as game design and documentation, graphics tools, animation, proper color...
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Holub on Patterns: Learning Design Patterns by Looking at CodeApress, 2004
Most programmers learn by looking at computer programs. This book teaches you design patterns in exactly this way: by looking at computer programs and analyzing them in terms of the patterns that they use. Consequently, you learn how the patterns actually occur in the real world, and how to apply the patterns to solve real problems. This book...
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The Role of Rydberg States in Spectroscopy and Photochemistry: Low and High Rydberg StatesSpringer, 1999

	The aim of this volume is to offer a balanced overview of molecular Rydberg spectroscopy as it has developed over recent decades. Recent evolution has split Rydberg spectroscopy into two apparently distinct fields: the one concerns the low (n=3-5) Rydberg states, the other the very high (typically n>150) Rydberg states. The former is aimed...
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Professional SQL Server 2000 Data Warehousing with Analysis ServicesPeer Information Inc, 2001
Data warehouses have evolved to cope with the huge volumes of data flowing through the workplace by separating the data used for reporting and decision making from the operational systems. The purpose of the data warehouse is simply to store the raw data, and in combination with Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services, this data can be...
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The Practice Of Crime Scene Investigation (Taylor & Francis Forensic Science Series)CRC Press, 2004
The authors have included a rather unique review of associative evidence and the Locard exchange principle. The contributors to this text are clearly well-qualified and the resultant stand-alone chapters allow the reader to pick and choose the topics of interest. [A] readable text with relevant content for the forensic specialist.
 - Journal:...
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UNIX Backup and RecoveryO'Reilly, 1999
Unix Backup & Recovery provides a complete overview of all facets of Unix backup and recovery, and offers practical, affordable backup and recovery solutions for environments of all sizes and budgets. The book begins with detailed explanations of the native backup utilities available to the Unix...
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